Washington County

Creating a Destination Food Pantry
At a Glance
A food pantry can be a place you
want to be! In collaboration with the
Washington County Creating Healthy
Communities (CHC) Coalition, the Pack
& Go Store opened at Marietta Middle
School to create a stigma-free space
where students facing food insecurity
can pick up much-needed food for the
weekends, or students staying after
school for extracurricular activities
can find healthy snacks to refuel for
round two of their day. An onsite
gardening club, Go Grow @ the Pack
& Go, and various workshops offered
throughout the school year increased
the excitement in and around the store/
food pantry, making it a place to be
rather than avoid.

Public Health Challenge
Students enrolled in middle school in
Marietta have a poverty rate of 36.4%.!
Poverty results in a high number

of students facing food insecurity.
In elementary school, students in
need receive a backpack filled with
shelf-stable food on Fridays. Food
sent home is meant to duplicate the
meals students would usually receive
in school and typically includes two
breakfast options, two lunch options,
and two snacks. When at all possible,
the food is kid-friendly to prepare.
Backpacks are then returned to the
schools on Mondays, allowing the
cycle to repeat. Traditional backpack
programs are not as effective in middle
school and high school environments.
Tweens and teens are very self-aware;
they do not want to stand out and they
do not want to walk into a food pantry
at their school. However, ignoring
food insecurity is detrimental. A poor,
restricted diet can result in many health
issues, including stunted physical
growth, stunted mental growth, and
chronic anxiety. Excessive absences,
short attention spans, and a general

inability to concentrate in school can
be a result of food insecurity.

Approach
To ensure that middle school students
have consistent access to nutritious
food, CHC worked in partnership with
GoPacks and many groups in the
community to create the Pack & Go
Store. It is an all-inclusive store and food
pantry designed to remove the stigma
and generate positive interaction.
The store uses a cashless POS system,
creating equality. All students are
offered the same food choices and
punch in codes on a keypad so that
all students check out in the same
manner. The food offerings are grouped
into smaller bundles, instead of large
“weekend” bags. This allows the weekly
menus to work for students who need
a healthy snack before their afterschool
sports practice or club meeting, as well
as for those who need food to sustain

them over the weekends. The store
regularly hosts classes and workshops
for all students, generating excitement
and exposing students to healthy
choices. One is the Go Grow @ the
Pack & Go, a gardening club that grows
produce in the store.

Results
With hydroponics, industrial grow lights,
a large selection of tempting food
bundles, and a calendar full of engaging
workshops, the Pack & Go Store is
becoming a place students are not only
comfortable visiting, but one where
they learn and have fun. During the first
three months of the store’s opening,
more than 200 bundles of healthy
food were distributed to middle school
students. Each month since opening,
the number of students participating in
the program has increased. Enrollment
in the all-inclusive Go Grow @ the Pack
& Go Gardening Club is at full capacity
for all three consecutive sessions of its
first year.

What’s Next
The Pack and Go Store will continue
to build student trust and provide
healthy food to all students in need.
Additional inclusive workshops, classes,
and demonstrations that complement
the healthy habits and lifestyle choices
that the Pack & Go Store supports
will be added to the program. To
achieve this growth, GoPacks will bring
on additional partners within the
community. Marketing will continue to

ensure that all students find the space
welcoming. In addition, research is in
process to secure new sources of food
to expand the bundle selections for
even greater variety.

“The middle school
years are the years when
youth are trying to find
themselves and how they
fit into the world. If we help
them as much as we can
with food insecurities, this
will be one less thing for
the kids to worry about ...
and one less way these kids
feel ‘left out’ of the social
norms.”
— Emily Diehl, Marietta City Schools
teacher

Find Out More
Collaboration and inclusion are
essential to healthy communities.
Join the Washington County Creating
Healthy Communities Coalition to
find out how you or your group can
strengthen our community.
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